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COMMENTARIES
Goal 7 Intent: Goal-DirectedThoughtand BehaviorAre Often Unintentional
John A. Bargh

New YorkUniversity
Here I focus on two key features of Lewis's proposed
model of intentionality:(a) thatan individual's(adultas well
as infant)behaviormay be drivenby goal-systems activated
directly by environmentalevents and (b) the implicationsof
this nonconscious goal activation for the concept of intentionality. The essential point for which I argue is that in the
courseof his interestingandvaluableanalysisof the development of intentionality,Lewis has unnecessarilyassumed an
equivalence between the concepts of intentional and goal
directed, an assumptionthat is contradictedby a substantial
body of researchon unintendedthought and action.
Automatic Activation of Internal Goal
Representations by Environmental Stimuli
In his targetarticle, Lewis takes exceptionto Piaget (e.g.,
1936/1952) and other theorists who have denied intentionality to infants'behavior.Lewis proposeda model of the
developmentof intention, correspondingroughlyto levels of
increasingawarenessof the intentionitself. The humanorganism is said to advance from a lack of awareness of the
intended outcome (as in reflex movements, breathing),to
possessing explicit goals and plans but which are environmentally activated, to being able to consciously and internally activate goals and plans. A subtle but provocativefeatureof the model is thatan adultis capableof all five of these
levels of intentionality.It is not the case that as the child
moves throughthe levels that he or she is primarilyat one
level of intentionality(perhapswith some backsliding),until
achieving the fifth and final (mature)rung. Instead,the various levels are discussed as capabilities, so that under the
model an adult's awarenessof the goal currentlydriving his
or her behaviormay vary fromnone at all to complete. Lewis
specifies a mechanism for such environmentallyactivated
goals: the repeatedassociationof particulargoals andactions
with particularenvironmentalevents.
That the stimulus environmentcan come to directly and
automatically activate an individual's goals and intentions
within situations, as called for in Lewis's Level II, is a proposal with some precedent (see reviews by Bargh, 1990;
Gollwitzer, 1990). The early Germanwill psychology (e.g.,
Ach, 1935) endorsedthe principleof the direct activationof
motives and goals by those environmentalobjects frequently
associated with them in the past (see Gollwitzer, 1990). In a
similarfashion, Lewin (1935) in his field theory arguedthat
behaviorwas "steered"by the objects in the currentenvironment, throughtheir activationof the individual'sbehavioral
goals associated with them (pp. 49-50). More recent infor-

mation-processingmodels of behavior have also been explicit in hypothesizing a close connection between environmental features and behavioralgoals. Miller, Galanter,and
Pribram(1960) relatedthe operationof well-learnedplans in
response to environmentalcues to that of innate animal instincts, contending that "the description of the conditions
underwhich variousskilled componentswill be triggered,or
released, is much the same in both cases" (p. 82). And in
their detailed models of how goals and intentions become
activatedto then guide and control behavior,both Wilensky
(1983) and Normanand Shallice (1986) called for frequently
used internalgoal representationsto be vigilant for the presence of events in the environmentrelevantto them, the occurrence of which would activatetheircontrolof perceptionand
behavior.
Others have argued for environmentallydriven goal activationon functionalgrounds:thatto deal with the complexity of the environment, especially the social environment,
one needs to quickly understandthe goals and motives of the
person or people one is dealing with, and to respond (both
reactively and proactively) with appropriategoals and plans
of one's own (see Schank & Abelson, 1977; Simon, 1967).
People seem naturallyto encode andunderstandthe behavior
of others in terms of their intentions and goals (Read &
Miller, 1989; Trzebinski,1989); for example, Brewerandhis
colleagues (Brewer& Dupree, 1983; Lichtenstein& Brewer,
1980) found that what people rememberedbest over time
about anotherperson's behaviorwas not the actualbehavior
so much as the person's overall intentions. This immediate
categorizationof the other's intents and goals, especially as
they affect oneself, enables the quick adoptionof an appropriateresponse strategy.In real-timesocial interaction,there
is usually little time to contemplate goals and plans, but
rathera need for quick thoughtand action (Rothbart,1981).
Thus, it is highly likely that with sufficient experience in a
particularsocial situation, one's behavioralgoals are largely
determinedboth by global featuresof the setting (e.g., party,
meeting with higher status individual)and by local features
of the interactionpartner'sbehavior(e.g., reactingto a manipulation attempt), to subsequently determine behavior
within that situation (Bargh, 1990; Langer, 1978).
Intentions as Desires for Goals
Should we, however, label such behavior "intentional"?
Lewis notes that Piaget (e.g., 1936/1952) believed that an
action could be goal directedbut not intentional;the infant's
behavior was said to be unintentionalalbeit goal directed
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because the internal goals of the infant could only be activated by the immediate stimulus environment. Only when
the child had developed the ability to create goals and plans
in the absence of external events directly relevant to those
goals and plans, so thatthe goal guiding behaviorwas internally activated, would Piaget label the resultant behavior
"intentional."
Lewis, on the other hand, contends that, because "all
intentionshave desires" for specific outcomes, any behavior
directed toward achieving a particulargoal that also evidences a desire for thatgoal thereforemust be intentional.In
his experiments he demonstratesa covariationbetween the
infants'emotional responsesof joy or anger,and theirattaining or failing to attainthe goal of presentationof the smiling
face and Sesame Street theme song. Because the infants
showed emotional evidence of a desire for the novel event,
Lewis argued that their goal-directed arm-pullingbehavior
was intentional:
Theycouldstoptheirarmpullingif theyso desired,
andso we can arguethatits continuation
reflecteda
desire to do so. Alternatively,Piaget (1936/1952)
wouldarguethattheyneitherdesiredto norwereinterestedin engagingin this task. ... It was not the
child who desiredbut the outcomethatcontrolled.
Thisis how Piagetavoidedimpartingto the 8-weekold the mentalpropertyof intentionality.
Thus the key point of contention seems to be whetheror
not the goal of arm pulling was set internallyby the infants'
desires or purelyexternallyby the outcomeof the armpulling
(the visual and auditoryevents). In otherwords, what makes
the infants' goal-directed behavior intentional for Lewis is
theirevidentialdesire to achieve thatgoal: Intention= Goaldirectedbehavior + Desire for goal (I = G + D). So far, so
good.
Does a Leaf Have Desires?
At other points in the article, however, Lewis equates the
concepts of intentional and goal directed (I = G), arguing
that "all goal-directedsystems are intentional," "thatintention is built into goals and that action is associated with
desire," and that "goals contain desires." If so, then by
definition infants have intentions, because no one disputes
that the infant's behavior is goal directed. In fact, as Lewis
points out, this definition of intentionalitywould also mean
that a leaf intentionallymoves toward sunlight, and T-cells
intentionally go after foreign proteins. But herein lies the
inconsistencyin Lewis's argument:Whereis the leaf's desire
for sunlight? If emotion and desire are strong correlatesof
intentions, and if it was necessary to document the infant's
desire for the smiling face-Sesame Street song display to
demonstrateintentionalityin the infant, why is intentionality
later ascribedto goal systems for which desires and motives
are difficult to accept? Does Lewis also want to argue that
plants have emotions and desires?
What about inanimate goal-directed systems? Following
Lewis's logic, we might want to argue that rivers intentionally rush to the sea. Or, with the early cyberneticistsin
Vallacherand Wegner's(1989) fictitious "GreatMomentsin
Psychology," identify the thermostat as an intelligent life
form!

No Need to Assume That All Goals
Are Intentionally Held
In addition to opening these existential worm-cans,
Lewis's assumptionthat all goal-directedbehavioris intentional is also clearly unnecessaryto achieve his own goals for
the article, which are "to reduce the mixed model Piaget
offers to a single one in which intentions appear from the
beginning" and to address "the problemof the development
of intention." As for the first purpose, to argue that infants
show intentionalityfrom the experimentalresultsreportedin
the article, all that is needed is to assume that intentional
behavioris that which is directedtowardachieving a desired
goal-state (I = G + D). In fact, the design of the experiment
seemed to follow directly from this assumption.
As for the second purpose of the article, assuming the
equivalence of intentions and goals is not necessary for
Lewis's distinctionsbetween the five levels of intentionality.
What these levels correspondto are levels of awareness of
one's intentions. Thatpeople can vary in how awarethey are
of the intentions guiding their behavioris a valuable point,
andbecause Lewis assumesthatall intentions(andgoals) are
desired by the individualhaving them, nothingin his discussion of the differentlevels contradictsthe I = G + D model
or requiresthe I = G model. Therefore, Lewis's majorcontributionsin his articledo not requirethe I = G assumption.
Unintended Goal-Directed Thought and
Behavior Are Commonplace
Most important,in my opinion, there are many cases in
which goal-directed behavior is not intentional or desired.
Often people who have experienced a traumaticlife event
cannot stop thinking about it; they think obsessively about
the event to the point of distractionand an inability to function in their daily life (Horowitz, 1975; Martin & Tesser,
1989; Millar, Tesser,& Millar, 1988; Pennebaker,1989; Tait
& Silver, 1989; Wenzlaff,Wegner,& Roper, 1988). As Martin and Tesser(1989) pointedout, the uncontrollableruminations in these cases are certainly goal directed, as they constitutea titanicstrivingtowardresolutionof a frustratedgoal;
for example, to tell one's deceased fatherone loves him, or to
somehow understand(and thus control in the future)a traumatic, essentially uncontrollable life event such as being
raped. Motives and goals such as these, which are persistently pursuedbut not satisfied, tend to gain in strength
and operate outside of awareness, capturingawarenessand
becoming the current goal when no stronger currentgoal
exists (Atkinson& Birch, 1970; Kuhl, 1986). But at the same
time, the goal-directed ruminationsare not desired by obsessed individuals;they desire insteadto regaincontrolover
their own thoughts(Pennebaker,1989; Tait& Silver, 1989).
Such cases clearly violate Lewis's assumptionthat everything goal directedis intentional. If intentionsare desires to
attain specific goal-states, as Lewis argues, then goal-directed cognition that is highly undesired cannot be intentional. It might be argued,however, thatobsessional thought
is an abnormalcase, and in normalmental functioninggoaldirectedthoughtandbehaviorarealways intended.But unintended yet goal-directedbehavioris common in normallife
as well, as Norman (1981) documentedin his collection of
"actionslips." These areunintendedacts thatoccurwhen the
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presenceof environmentalcues relevantfor a habitualaction
"capture"one's behavioreven though the habitualaction is
inappropriatethis particulartime (e.g., driving to the hardware store on Saturdaymorningand finding yourself on the
way to work instead;William James, 1890, gave the example
of a husbandbeing sent upstairsby his wife to dress for an
unexpecteddinnerpartyandbeing found by her an hourlater
in his nightshirtasleep in bed). These are cases of Lewis's
Level II intentionality,in which the habitualgoal is activated
by the relevantenvironmentalcue, but for which the resultis
an unintendedbehavior.
A final class of cases in which behavior may be goal
directedyet not desiredis when we aremanipulatedby others
to do somethingin theirinterestsbutperhapsnot in ours. The
history of social psychology is full of demonstrationsof
people's lack of awareness of the true influences on their
behavior (see Bargh, 1989). Cognitive dissonance experiments relied on the fact that subjects would not be aware of
the power of the social influenceexertedby the experimenter
to induce them to lie to another subject about the interestingness of the experimental task (e.g., Festinger &
Carlsmith, 1959). In bystanderinterventionstudies, subjects
arenot awareof the influencethatthe numberof otherpeople
presenthas on theirown willingness to help a personin need
(Latane & Darley, 1970). Persuasionresearchershave catalogued techniques for attitudechange, such as the "foot-inthe-door"technique(Freedman& Fraser,1966), thatworkto
induce a person to behave in ways diametricallyopposed to
theiroriginallystatedintentions(e.g., not to buy thatparticular car). In all these cases, individualsare being manipulated
to behave in ways inconsistent with their desires and intentions. It is a not-uncommonexperienceto feel regretandselfreproach after an episode in which one has agreed to do
something one really did not want to do.
Preserve an Important and Useful Distinction
In summary,to be intentionaland to be goal directedare
two separate things, and it is better to leave them as two
separateconcepts thanto obfuscatethe truestate of affairsby
assuming they are isomorphic. Dennett (1984) arguedsimilarly that much of people's problem with the concept of
determinism comes from a failure to keep the concepts of
control and causation separate(i.e., by erroneouslyassuming that causationmeans control). He arguedthat at the core
of the problem we humans have in accepting that one's behavior may often be caused directly by environmentalstimuli, and not by one's own (intentional)goal setting (again,
Lewis's Level II intentionality)is the belief thatone is being
controlledby the environment.As Dennett (1984, p. 52; see
also Uleman, 1989) pointed out, however, the idea of "control" refersto the ability of personA to drive personB into a
state that A wants B to be in; that is, control is desired
causation, not causationalone. If the environmentis merely
activating our own habitual goals, then the source of the
desire for the goal remains internal, and we are not being
controlled(Bargh, 1990). Justas it is useful andinstructiveto
distinguishbetween controland causationin this way, so too
it is useful (and a betterfit to empiricalfindings)if the similar
distinction between "intentional" and "goal directed" is

preserved.

Note
John A. Bargh, Department of Psychology, New York
University, 6 WashingtonPlace, Seventh Floor, New York,
NY 10003.
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Intention, Intentionality,and the ConstructiveCharacterof ScientificKnowledge
Michael Chapman

Universityof British Columbia
If knowing is a process of active construction,then it is so
both for childrenand for scientists. However,developmental
psychologists typically ignore their own active role in constructingknowledge of children'sdevelopment, even if they
adopt a constructivist stance with respect to children's
knowledge of the world. The constructiverole of scientistsis
most apparentin their active determinationof the meanings
attached to theoretical concepts. Their failure to acknowledge the constructedcharacterof meanings can result in a
species of "conceptualconfusion," in which meanings are
assumed to be fixed and variationsin usage go unnoticed.
Many fruitless controversies in developmentalpsychology,
debated in terms of fact or method, revolve in large part
around such neglected differences in meaning. The age at
which some competence or ability develops is a prominent
example (Chandler& Chapman,in press).
I believe Michael Lewis's article on the development of
intentionality,thoughtfuland articulatethough it may be, is
neverthelesscharacterizedin partby such conceptualconfusion. In brief, his basic argumentcan be reconstructedas
follows:
1. In constructivisttheories, as opposed to mechanistic
theories, an active role is attributedto the organism with
respect to the environment.
2. Action has an irreduciblymental componentwhich is
intentional in the sense that it is directed toward something
(Searle, 1984).
3. Piaget's theory that infantsdevelop intentionalbehavior only in the fourthstage of sensorimotordevelopmentis
problematicbecauseit raisesthe questionof whereintentions
come from and why one must assume their existence after
Stage 4 if one did not do so before that time.
4. The problems of such a "mixed model" (i.e., one in
which intentioncomes into existence duringa certainperiod
in development) can be avoided if one adopts instead the
propositionthat all goal-directedsystems are intentional.In
this view, intentionsare assumedto exist from the beginning
of life and develop throughan ascending series of levels or
types.
5. The fact that the instrumentalbehavior of 2- to 8-

month-oldsincreasesduringthe extinctionphase of an operant conditioning experiment, along with corresponding
changes in their expressions of joy and anger, can be explainedonly by attributingintentionto themin the formof the
desire to obtain the reward by means of the instrumental
response.
To evaluate this argument, one must be clear about the
meaningof the centralconceptof intentionality.Accordingto
Searle (1983), the philosophical concept of Intentionality
must be distinguished from the more familiar concept of
intentions. (Following Searle, I capitalizethe formerbut not
the latter.) Intentionalityis the directed propertyof certain
mental states, as described previously; intentions are the
causal antecedentsof actions and, as such, are only one type
of Intentionalmentalstate. The fact thatthese two termshave
the same etymological root is coincidental;Searle (1983, p.
3) called it a "pun." However, Lewis confuses these two
concepts, and the main thrustof his argumentis invalidated
as a result.
Consider the evidence that even 2-month-olds desire rewards and that they exhibit joy or anger depending on
whether those desires are satisfied or not. At most, this is
evidence that they possess certainIntentionalstates (desire,
joy, anger, frustration),not that they have intentions. That
desires do not entail intentionsis easy to see: In momentsof
weakness, i may have entertainedthe desire to own a new
Miataand a seaside condominium,but, lacking the requisite
means, I have not yet intendedto acquirethose items. Less
easy to see, perhaps,is the possibility thata desire can cause
an action without intention(even an action thatresultsin the
fulfillmentof the desire in question). Forexample, X is driving down the freeway when he feels a sudden desire to
swerve into the next lane and cause an accident;the experience unnerveshim so much thathe attemptsprecipitouslyto
exist the freeway, thereby causing an accident.
Searle's (1983, pp. 92-94) solution of such seemingly
paradoxicalexamples is to assume thatintentions(bothprior
intentions and intentions-in-action)have a causal content:
The content of the intention-in-actionto raise my arm is the
experienceof my armmoving up as the result of havingthat

